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Title word cross-reference

1500 [530].

Freedom [510, 40, 156, 384]. Front [23, 39, 54, 70, 95, 109, 130, 150, 167,
182, 195, 205, 215, 228, 240, 250, 257, 264, 270, 277, 283, 294, 308, 315, 327,
339, 347, 360, 375, 397, 410, 417, 429, 444, 456, 470, 485, 500, 516, 532].
Further [293]. Future [362, 117, 280]. G [49, 52, 123, 127, 177, 370, 92].
G. [211]. Games [304]. Gamow [49].
Group [483, 483]. Guggenheim [91]. Gustaf [85].
H [513, 530, 481, 17, 389, 211, 91, 134]. Habits [187]. Hans [387]. Harold [38].
Harry [526]. Having [97]. Health [51]. Hegel [18]. Heisenberg [111].
Historicism [272]. Historico [145]. Historico-Sociological [145]. History [80, 287, 64, 525, 415, 364, 13, 86, 124].
Hughes [68]. Human [71, 388, 60]. Humanism [285, 521, 83]. Humanities [511, 453].
Hume [487]. Hyam [392]. Hypothesis [301, 146, 311].
Ideological [292]. Ideology [490]. Ignorance [114]. II [296, 87].
Imperatives [254, 319]. Implication [221]. Importance [271].
Incompatibilities [406]. Inconceivable [458]. Incorrigibility [184].
Institute [285]. Instruments [113]. Insufficient [168]. Integration [511].
Intellectual [490]. Intelligibility [212]. Intensional [523].
Interpretation [332, 193, 198, 11, 221]. Introduction [137, 113, 190, 135].
Introductory [432]. Introspection [32]. Intuition [66]. Intuitive [66].
Isaac [216]. Isomorphism [523]. Issues [20].
Justus [22].
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[34] Lee Byrne. An educational application of resources of the unity of science movement. *Philosophy of Science*, 7(2):241–262, April 1940. CODEN
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Anonymous:1942:BMD


Anonymous:1942:FMd


Boodin:1943:CA


Benjamin:1943:EPE


Rosenblueth:1943:BPT


Seifriz:1943:CII
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Carnap:1945:IL


Hempel:1945:DDC


Berenda:1945:BER


Hartung:1945:SFP


Zerby:1945:NDI


Carmichael:1945:FCN


Anonymous:1945:FMb
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Witzemann:1947:SOL

Bawden:1947:PBD

Hartung:1947:SFM

Mesthene:1947:NSE

M:1947:BRBa

M:1947:BRBb

M:1947:BRBc
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Anonymous:1948:BM


Anonymous:1948:NNc


Anonymous:1948:VIb


Anonymous:1948:FMd


Anonymous:1949:EPS


Frank:1949:PED


Burrow:1949:SNS


Rudner:1949:FNF
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Churchman:1949:BRBa


Churchman:1949:BRBb


Anonymous:1949:FMa


Anonymous:1949:VIa


Ruddick:1949:HSL


Henle:1949:FFS


Feuer:1949:DMS

Metzger:1949:IIS


Ballard:1949:PM


Fitch:1949:PMS


Freund:1949:SVP


Cowan:1949:NCB


Churchman:1949:RCB


Ackoff:1949:EPP


Dorwin Cartwright. Basic and applied social psychology. *Philosophy of Science*, 16(3):198–208, July 1949. CODEN PHSCA6. ISSN 0031-8248
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